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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to meet. It’s an exciting time to be working in education. We are at an incredible moment in history, when the combination of technology, human knowledge, and learning science are converging to fundamentally alter what’s possible. We have a unique the opportunity to raise the bar about how learning happens for all students and how to close the achievement gap.  

http://goo.gl/HjundJ


Waymaker OHM

Online Homework 
System

Personalized 
Learning 

Courseware
✓OER
✓Outcome alignment
✓Frequent practice & feedback

Note: Comparable to MyLabs Math or 
WebAssign

✓OER
✓Outcome alignment
✓Frequent practice & feedback
✓Personalization
✓Faculty-student connection
✓Data-driven improvements

Ready-to-Teach Courseware
Interactive textbook, assessments, supplemental materials

Plus: 
Digital tools 
to strengthen 
learning

$30
per student/term
standard pricing

any course

Seamless integration with all major Learning Management Systems (LMS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHAT WE DO & HOW CAN WE WORK TOGETHER? Lumen courses provide a complete package, including interactive textbook designed using open educational resources and aligned with learning outcomes, assessments, assignments, and other supplemental materials that make Lumen courses ready to teach. We also offer powerful learning tools you can use with the OER content to enrich the learning experience and make it more effective at supporting student success. Waymaker: The most exciting thing we’re doing now with OER is Waymaker. Waymaker courses provide OER with learning tools that help students become better learners: personalized study plans and interactive activities to practice and apply learning. Waymaker also provides a powerful set of messaging tools to deepen faculty-student connections and increase student engagement and persistence. We collect a lot of learning data in Waymaker courses to help us make iterative improvements to the content, learning design, and user experience for students and faculty. A really powerful set of learning interventions come together, and we’re seeing promising student outcomes from these courses. OHM: We learned early that no math teacher is willing to switch to OER if it means going back to the days of hand-grading problem sets.  OHM is a very flexible OER online homework system and course-building platform for math and other quantitative subjects that require lots of practice to reinforce the material. OHM provides algorithmically-generated practice problems, instructional videos, machine grading, immediate feedback for student, and automatic gradebook integration. We’ve had a number of customers shift, very happily, away from MyLabs Math or WebAssign to OHM.All Lumen courses curate the best available OER aligned with learning outcomes, and we support seamless LMS integration and the ability to customize the course materials to fit your learning outcomes, term length, and so forth. Typical content includes text, video, interactives, sample assignments and assessments, all integrating seamlessly into any major learning management system (LMS). Lumen courses combine the flexibility of open educational resources with the reliability, security, accessibility and ease-of-use you expect from an enterprise learning system.



Looking at Waymaker Through the Lens of COVID-19 and Online Learning

● STRUCTURE: Provide students with clear structure and routines

● ACTIVE LEARNING: Design courses using active learning strategies to 

increase student engagement

● ADAPTIVE: Leverage courseware tools to provide more personalized 

feedback as well as identify struggling students

● AFFORDABILITY: Use high-quality and affordable digital learning tools 

and content and ensure “day one” access to students

● PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Provide professional development 

and support for all faculty, including adjuncts
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Meet the Courseware 
with Lumen Learning

July 16, 2020

● Introduction to Lumen Courseware

● Waymaker Demonstration

● Faculty Spotlight: Julie Manley

● Research Findings on Student Impact

● Lumen Circles

● Q&A (use Chat room)
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What’s different about Lumen? 
● Evidence-based learning design

● Built for accessibility

● Seamlessly embedded in LMS

● Continuously improving OER content

● Outstanding faculty support and PD

Simple to Adopt 
Digital Courseware

Photo by Monica Melton on Unsplash

What Lumen Does?

See Waymaker Overview linked in the 
Agenda of a full list of course offerings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LUMEN DO? This brings us to what Lumen does. We provide extremely well-designed, low-cost course materials designed using open educational resources. We focus on courses students take during their first two years of college, and we invest heavily in the learning design to make sure these materials are highly effective at supporting learning.What’s different about Lumen course materials? When you talk to faculty members or students about what it’s like to use Lumen course materials, the major differences they call out are: Designed for learning: Lumen course materials emphasize practice and learning by doing. We apply learning science findings to make the content and learning tools better at support students and helping them become better and more effective learners. Accessibility: We design and manage our course materials with accessibility as a requirement, not an afterthought. Alt-text, video captioning, keyboard controls, these types of accessibility features are part of our standard design process, and we generally do really well passing accessibility reviews. LMS integration: When faculty members see how seamlessly our course materials work inside their LMS, they’re blown away: easy course import, no new passwords, automatic grade return. For students, access is simple - they never leave your LMS. Continuously improving OER content: This is probably the “secret sauce” for Lumen. We use openly licensed content not only because of its cost advantages, but even more importantly it comes with permissions to change and improve our content over time. So term over term, our course materials get better at supporting learning. I’ll show you more about how that works. Faculty support: As the Herbert Simon quote implies, supporting effective learning is as much about supporting faculty members to be successful, as it is about supporting students. All of these things come together in Lumen courseware to remove obstacles and increase the likelihood of successful learning and teaching for students and faculty. 

https://unsplash.com/@monicomelty?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/teacher?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Improving the COVID-19 Learning Experience for Students & Faculty

● STRUCTURE: Provide clear structure and routines for students

● ACTIVE LEARNING: Design courses using active learning strategies to 

engage students (real world examples, applied practice problems)

● ADAPTIVE: Leverage digital courseware to identify struggling 

students and provide more personalized feedback and interventions

● AFFORDABILITY: Leverage high-quality and affordable digital learning 

tools and content that provide “day one” access

● PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Provide professional development 

and support for all faculty, including adjuncts
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WAYMAKER

“Physics is Phun” (goo.gl/Qg9cfF) by ShashiBellamkonda is 
licensed under CC BY 2.0l

Courseware Demonstration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to quickly show how feedback is used in Waymaker and the faculty dashboard/messaging.  I’ll quickly show OHM in terms of how you can get an account, browse course templates, and customize courses.  The goal here will be to just give faculty a taste of capabilities with the idea that we’ll follow up with Quick Start Guides and other support materials which will help them with the details.



Coppin State University

• General Psychology
• PSYC 201
• Course Redesign 
• Open Educational Resources
• 5 Sections: 1 Evening Course; 
2 Day Courses; 2 Online 
Courses



Structured Approach



Active Learning



Engagement

• Christiana, that was outstanding work on the Learning Quiz! You're really 
learning a lot! JManley

• Destiny, that was fantastic work on the Psychological Disorders Quiz! Keep 
up the good work! JManley

• Thank you so much for your encouragement. Christiana W.

• Thank you for your support! Destiny W.

• Thank you for your support!  I am a psychology major so I hope to have 
another class with you in the future. Have a great summer! Sarah R.

• Thanks for the positive feedback! I love the material and find it super 
interesting. Justin D.

• Thank you ! I always appreciate your encouraging words after I take a quiz 
and test. Kayla H.

• Thank you I'm trying it's hard to concentrate with all that's going on, so 
this was a break for me. Lisa G.



Interventions



Affordability

Students pay Lumen’s $30 
low-cost support fees via 1 of 
the following:
• Purchase an activation code 

through the campus 
bookstore

• Pay with a credit card inside 
the courseware



If a friend ask should he/she take this course, would you recommend it; what would you tell them to 
do in order to be successful?

Yes! Yes! Yes! I would recommend psychology 201/ Way Maker to a friend! I would convey to my 
friend, this is the best on-line course that I've encountered. It's thorough, easy to follow, and all 

needed materials are inclusive within Way Maker. I received prompt responses from the (Professor 
and TA)... through emails, text messages and returned calls. There is ample time given to complete all 

assignments before submission is due. I received an A on most assignments! Wow! Although the 
required reading can be overwhelming, I've learned valuable and comprehensive knowledge in 

conjunction with Psychology. You may be tempted to forgo the homework, which accompany all 12 
modules, but; completing the homework is key to enhancing your chance of scoring high on 

upcoming chapter quizzes, test, and domains. There are 3 assigned Capstone Projects, which I found 
to be trouble-free. You will love this course; because, there isn't any stress, insurmountable resources 

at your disposal, and an A is highly probable to be placed on your college transcript, providing your 
commitment to each unit.

Lisa D. (Spring 2019)



Research Findings

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
& SUNY Faculty



“Waymaker helps me identify and 
help students who are in trouble, 
and that we’re in jeopardy of losing 
if we don’t react quickly. Every time 
we add more OER, our student 
retention continues to go up.”

Bob Livingston
Professor of Business

88% business 
department 
retention rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lumen partners with Cerritos College to be the ecosystem that builds and maintains the business department curriculum, delivered as Waymaker courseware to help improve retention and increase the quality of learning. The Business Administration Department at Cerritos College began turning to open educational resources because faculty members saw many students struggling when they could not afford to buy expensive textbooks. After OER led to demonstrable improvement in retention rates, the department partnered with Lumen Learning to shift the entire curriculum to OER, including department-wide use of Waymaker courses that provide personalized coaching and encouragement to help students become better learners. By fall 2016, the Business Department’s retention rate had climbed to 87%, up from 67% before it first introduced OER.A Business Department Goes OpenIn 2008, the Business Administration Department at Cerritos College was grappling with lackluster retention rates of just 67%. As a Hispanic-serving community college located in Los Angeles County, CA, Cerritos College educates students from diverse backgrounds and varying degrees of college preparation. With the climbing cost of textbooks in their Business and Management programs, fewer students were buying books, and their academic performance suffered.When the instructors learned about open educational resources (OER), they were determined to try open content. OER promised to help the department tackle problems with textbook affordability and access. Participating in the Lumen-led Kaleidoscope Open Course Initiative, the departmental colleagues began to redesign curriculum using OER mapped to learning outcomes developed in conjunction with industry groups. Every student had access to low- or no-cost materials from the first day of class.Promising Results Fuel Appetite for More and Better OERIt wasn’t long before the Business Administration Department’s shift to using OER in selected classes began to manifest itself. Program passing and retention rates began to climb. The cost of course materials dropped. Students and workforce partners were delighted by the tens of thousands of dollars in textbook cost savings every term.The faculty team saw even more possibilities: shifting the entire business curriculum to open content. They turned to Lumen Learning to provide reliable access to the best available OER course materials. Lumen’s well-designed content, LMS-friendly technology and faculty support simplified the transition to OER.In 2014, Cerritos College began collaborating with Lumen in a Next Generation Courseware (NGC) project to develop more effective and personalized learning experiences using OER. This collaboration resulted in Lumen’s Waymaker courses. After promising results during an initial pilot, the Business Administration Department has opted to use a growing number of Waymaker courses, which offer a higher-touch learning experience for students. According to Professor Bob Livingston, “Waymaker helps me identify and help students who are in trouble, and that we’re in jeopardy of losing if we don’t react quickly.”  Results and RecognitionBy spring 2016, the Cerritos College Business Administration Department’s retention rate was hovering around 87%-89%, an increase of approximately 20 percentage points.  Using Waymaker OER course materials, the department saw more students staying enrolled and passing their courses successfully.



Learning 
Impact

Waymaker can erase 
performance gaps for 

disadvantaged learners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What kind of results are we seeing when all these learning design elements come together? In Waymaker courses we’ve been able to close the gap between needy Pell-eligible students and their wealthier peers. Pell eligibility denotes students who are financially needy. This is often a proxy for students who are disadvantaged, underprepared, and most at risk. It’s not easy to find interventions that make a statistically significant difference for this population of students so we feel we’re really onto something here.



In a study comparing Waymaker OER vs Traditional OER
• 548 students in 3 different courses
• Waymaker users’ final grades were 0.48 letter grades higher
• Mixed effects linear regression model
• p < 0.001 (results are statistically significant)

Waymaker OER includes:
• Personalized study plans to guide students
• Tools to strengthen student-instructor connection
• Outcome-aligned course materials
• Data-driven learning design

www.suny.edu

OER: Transforming Student Learning
“The emails when I was doing very good were a 
great confidence booster. When I had questions 
you always contacted me back :-)”

"Thank you! I remained patient with myself after 
missing several questions on the pre-test and 
Try It sections, and carefully reviewed my 
mistakes to get a better grip on the material. I 
really like the learning module design, it is very 
effective at providing a deep understanding of 
the material via the mini quizzes and practice 
questions. Thanks again."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erie Community CollegeWaymaker OER (with messaging) vs Traditional OERMixed effects linear regression model to control for multiple courses in the analysis.Sample size was 548 students across 3 coursesPredicted numeric grade using Waymaker OER (with messaging turned on) vs Traditional OERResults were statistically significant (p-value <0.0001)Did not control of teacher effect meaning it could be that effect is explained by “better” teachers adopting Waymaker and using messagingStatistically significant effect was almost half a letter grade (95% confidence interval was a quarter of a letter grade to three quarters of a level grade)Waymaker OER vs Traditional OERMixed effects linear regression model to control for multiple courses in the analysis.Sample size was 6,309 students across 8 coursesPredicted numeric grade using Waymaker OER (with messaging turned off vs Traditional OER)Results were statistically significant (p-value <0.0001)Did not control of teacher effect meaning it could be that effect is explained by “better” teachers adopting Waymaker and using messagingEffect was small, positive and not statistically significantStudent quotes from SUNY Erie and SUNY CortlandPrinciples of MarketingI liked how the structure and design of the course was set up. The study guides helped a lot for the weekly quizzes and were easy to do. The insight overall was amazing. I learned a lot in this class.I liked the program that was used. I thought it did a good job of going through each section thoroughly and making sure to test you on each part. It was very organized and easy to keep up with. It was a good amount of work without being too much. I liked how interactive each of the readings were and how short the quizzes are. This course allows you to easily gain an understanding of marketing. I like the simplicity of the course the best, not only because it made it easier but because it helped me learn concepts much easier.Overall really great course. The way everything is set up is really helpful, and the readings and quizzes do a great job of helping me to understand the concepts. I really feel as if I learned some great and useful concepts after taking this course.I thought the "quizzes" at the end of each section of notes really helped me learn the lesson.Thanks for always telling me good work after I got a good score on a quiz. Continue to do that. People definitely appreciate it. The emails and commentary were very helpful. I would do that more just so future students know if they are in a good standing in the class or not. I like how there are practice questions after each section in the readings to prepare for the quizzes.  The pretests also help to see how much you have improved. Principles of ManagementReally loved the study guide learning with the quizzes. I have a hard time taking test so also having a second attempt really helped make a difference and boosted my confidence a little bit more.The emails when I was doing very good were a great confidence booster. When I had questions you always contacted me back :-)I like the study guides and plans and how you were able to make sure you were getting the main idea, also giving examples with putting all together.



USM OnTrack:

Additional Support for 
Lumen Courseware Adoption
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What supports student success?
● Access and Accessibility
● Affordability
● Interactivity and engaging learning 

activities
● Learning by doing
● Practice with personalized feedback

A recipe for better student outcomes

Effective Learners Impactful Teachers
What supports faculty success?
● Course materials that support learning by 

doing 
● Learning data to inform teaching and how 

to engage students
● Evidence-based teaching practices
● Applied teaching with self-reflection 
● Peer sharing and feedback

digital courseware professional development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LUMEN DO? Since last week’s announcement, we can talk about Lumen’s work in two big buckets. First is our evidence-based digital courseware with a catalog focused on the first two years of college. Lumen courseware provides students with course materials that are highly effective at supporting learning - lots of interactivity, learning by doing, strong attention to accessibility and data-driven improvements. Second is what we’ll spend the most time on today - our new faculty professional development programs to help instructors become more effective and impactful in their teaching strategies, regardless of which course materials they use.  Digital Courseware: We’re best known for providing well-designed, low-cost course materials designed using open educational resources. We focus on courses students take during their first two years of college, and we invest heavily in learning design to make sure these materials are highly effective at supporting learning. Affordable: $25 standard pricing; replace expensive textbooks in most courses students take their first two years of collegeAccessibility: We design and manage our course materials with accessibility as a requirement, not an afterthought. Alt-text, video captioning, keyboard controls, these types of accessibility features are part of our standard design process, and we generally do really well passing accessibility reviews. Effective: Lumen course materials emphasize practice and learning by doing. We apply learning science findings to make the content and learning tools better at support students and helping them become better and more effective learners. LMS integration: When faculty members see how seamlessly our course materials work inside their LMS, they’re blown away: easy course import, no new passwords, automatic grade return. For students, access is simple - they never leave your LMS. Continuously improving OER content: This is probably the “secret sauce” for Lumen. We use openly licensed content not only because of its cost advantages, but even more importantly it comes with permissions to change and improve our content over time. So term over term, our course materials get better at supporting learning. I’ll show you more about how that works. Faculty Professional Development: As the Herbert Simon quote implies, supporting effective learning is as much about supporting faculty members to be successful, as it is about supporting students. Our faculty professional development solution, Lumen Circles, provides an outstanding virtual learning circle experience that empowers faculty to improve their teaching practices through a blend of:Training to explore effective practices in areas you want to growApplying what you’re learning as you teach, reflect on what’s working, and build on your own strengths as a teacherCollaborating and sharing within a supportive virtual peer communityAccess to mentoring and support to consult with faculty, build confidence and capability
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Course Customization 
Services

No Cost Adoption Support via OnTrack

Success Accelerator

• Use Lumen courseware
• Collaborate with Lumen learning 

designers to customize materials
• Implement a master course model 

(multiple sections/instructors)

For departments & course coordinators For any faculty using Lumen courseware

• Virtual communities of practice
• Professional development - 2 terms 

• Engage students
• Use learning data
• Evidence-based teaching practices to 

support student success
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Waymaker

No Cost Adoption Support via OnTrack

OHM

Subjects
Biology | Business & Management | College Success 

| Computer Applications | Economics | 
English/Composition (incl. Corequisite) | Lifespan 
Development | Psychology | Sociology | Spanish | 

Statistics 

Coming Soon: 
Accounting | Public Speaking

Personalized/adaptive learning & 
online homework

Flexible course-building & online 
homework platform for STEM

Subjects
Arithmetic | Prealgebra | Dev. Math Emporium | 

Elementary Algebra | Intermediate Algebra | 
College Algebra (incl. Corequisite) | Trigonometry 

| Precalculus | Calculus I & II | Math for Liberal 
Arts / Quantitative Reasoning (incl. Corequisite) | 

Statistics



● Visit info.lumenlearning.com/ontrack
● DM Josh in Zoom chat
● Or email josh@lumenlearning.com
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Questions? 

Interested in learning more? 

https://info.lumenlearning.com/ontrack
mailto:julie@lumenlearning.com


Thank you.

Contact: 
Josh Baron
josh@lumenlearning.com
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